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Abstract  
 

The authors aim at developing an efficient, 

unequivocal and automated method of generating 

Bengali language using English alphabets and 

simple English punctuation notes. Such art of 

writing Bengali language using English scripts 

shall be of immense help for those Bengali-speaking 

persons who cannot write in Bengali, yet can speak 

well and would require written communication in 

Bengali for official and personal conversation. 

Currently, Bengali keyboards are not available in 

the market, and accordingly, users desirous of 

writing in Bengali shall be at liberty of using 

conventional computer keyboards and automatically 

generate Bengali script using this system. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Bengali language is the 6
th

 most widely used writing 

system in the contemporary world which uses 

Bengali alphabet called Bangla hôrôf or Bangla lipi 

and ranks 7
th

 among the most popular spoken 

languages of the world [1]. In terms of number, it has 

been estimated that there are at present about 250 

million Bengali-speaking individuals spanning 

mainly in two countries: several provinces of India 

such as West Bengal, Tripura and parts of Assam, 

and Bangladesh in entirety including several million 

non-resident citizens of India and Bangladesh.  There 

are currently two standard styles in Bengali language: 

the Sadhubhasa (Textual Speech) and the 

Chalitbhasa (Colloquial Speech). The Sadhubhasa 

was formulated by the language of early  
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Bengali poetical works. With the passage of time, 

Sadhubhasa form of Bengali language underwent 

major transformation and emerged as the official 

literary and business language in early 19
th

 century. 

Chalitbhasa, on the contrary, is based on the dialects 

of Kolkata (Calcutta) and its neighbouring areas on 

the bank of River Bhagirathi. Chalitbhasa started 

dominating since the early 20th century, and by the 

early 21st century it had become the dominant 

literary language as well as the standard colloquial 

form of speech among all. 

 

It is to be noted that in Bangladesh, Bengali has been 

declared as the state language of the Republic in 

Article 3 of the Constitution of Bangladesh [2]. It is 

also clear that the Bangla Bhasha Procholon Ain 

(Bengali Language Implementation Act), introduced 

in 1987, specifies that Bengali should be made 

compulsory in courts and offices of Bangladesh since 

delivery of judgments in the form of court order or 

verdict written in  English language often proved to 

be inconvenient for people not conversant with 

English language. Under such compulsion, the courts 

of law have started delivering judgments in Bengali-

the language of the common people. With the 

widespread penetration of Computers in all 

Government offices and Courts these days, the 

necessity of some user friendly system of 

automatically generating Bengali Script has mounted 

putting immense pressure for new computer-literates 

to develop software that will cater to the demands 

under reference.  

 

Although Bengali is spoken by 10% of people all 

over the world, there is a great percentage of people 

who can speak but cannot write in Bengali - mainly 

Bengali NRIs and the non-Bengali Community who 

have shifted to Bengal mainly for purpose of 

expanding their business. The latter never had any 

formal Bengali education. Therefore a suitable 

writing system becomes very necessary for these 

classes of people. 

 

A suitable system of Bengali scripts therefore is a 

necessity for those who would wish to make use of 

written communication in Bengali formally or 

informally. As per a survey conducted recently in 

Kolkata on the residents whose native language is not 
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Bengali, it has been observed that majority of them 

cannot either read or write Bengali well but most of them 

(about 60%) strongly believe that being able to 

speak Bengali is an advantage in Kolkata [3]. 

Furthermore, 39% of the sample surveyed strongly 

disagree that Bengali is unavoidable in Kolkata while 

49% strongly endorse that communications with 

native Bengali speakers are mandatorily conducted in 

Bengali. 

 

Thus it is felt that an automated tool should be 

avaliable which should provide a solution to the 

problems of writing in Bengali using computers. 
Automated tool signifies the easy and user friendly 

approach of the concerned software. The non-

availabality of ready made Bengali keyboards makes 

it quite difficult and sometimes impossible to type in 

Bengali. English keyboards are readily available and 

hence, writing, or more specifically, typing in 

English is not at all problematic. On the contrary 

typing in Bengali is not so smooth, especially when it 

comes to the representation of particular Bengali 

cases like Juktakkhors, Matras, Pholas etc. The 

concerned software also includes a help keymap for 

the easy utilization of the application by the users. A 

survey on the existing applications have revealed that 

many of them do not have proper keymaps to guide 

the users. With this application, users can take a look 

at the help keymap as and when needed, thereby 

avoiding errors and confusions. The mapping 

technique has been simplified as far as permissible. 

Different applications follow different mapping 

strategies.Some of these are very complex which 

might create a problem for the user. In this software, 

an attempt has been made to minimize these 

complexities so that the user remembers the easy 

rules of typing.  

 

A very important feature that has been added in the 

said application is worth mentioning. Certain human 

errors have been removed by inclusion of an auto-

correct feature. With this the user can avoid checking 

the correct spelling of the word and instead, type 

freely. The correct spelling will be automatically 

generated. It should be noted that eliminating all 

spelling problems is a tedious job. This application 

has taken a step towards spelling correction with the 

help of auto-correct feature. Hence it can be stated 

that this automated tool for writing in Bengali can be 

of immense use to the group of people who wish to or 

need to converse in Bengali through computers. 

 

The corresponding Bengali script would 

automatically be generated as the user keeps on 

typing. The aim of this system shall be to release a 

full set of Bangla Script that supports all the major 

Bangla juktakhars (conjuncts) that are in use these 

days. The results of present work could be freely 

shared by all in need. Free Software is about 

empowering users, and about granting them rights 

over the software they use. Along with the 

conversion mechanisms and various other 

functionalities, a clear interface with simple yet 

attractive graphics will be part of the system under 

discussion. 

 

2. Literature Review 
 

In today‟s world, with the sharp increase in 

globalisation, there has been an increase in the need 

for different translation tools from English to other 

languages as most documents/writing tools are in 

English [4]. Bengali, being the fourth most spoken 

language in the world[5], has been a matter of 

research since long. The microsoft specific guidelines 

[6] has been provided for the users dealing with 

Microsoft specific products on Bengali and this 

project has been developed following all conventions. 

The Jatiyo National standard keyboard has a lot of 

complexity and far from being similar to what the 

pronounciation is [7] [8]. Various software avaliable 

in the market today have used the keyboard 

combination and sequences for implementing the task 

efficiently and for this the key codes have been of 

special significance [9] . Many existing software are 

there which have  been studied extensively. Certain 

bugs, inappropriate mapping and anamolies have 

been encountered. In this application various 

possibilities of typing a particular word has been 

taken care of for the easy utilisation by the users. 

 

In a Bengali Text Generation Software, Ankur,[10] 

we have noticed that it is not compatible with all the 

browsers. In Quillpad software [11] it is seen that 

there is lack of provision for the users to know how 

to type specially the complex words having 

Juktakkhors. It is difficult to use it with ease because 

of the lack of assistance. Google translator [12] also 

is not free of bugs and it hardly converts properly and 

most of the letters are not recognised during 

conversion. Review of the existing softwares further 

revelead that the software provided by 

Tamilcube.com also exhibit anamoly which makes it 

tough to handle. Star21 [13] is another sofware we 

studied which though gives many option of 
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convertion of one language to another but is not 

foolproof  when actually put to use. 

 

Few software which need to be downloaded are of 

such large size that they tend to make the systems 

slow and give error when used for conversion. This 

project is developed to overcomes, if not all, but most 

of the errors including special functionalities and 

other attributes which will make it efficient and 

effective for users. 

 

Along with the work on translation from English to 

Bengali there has been considerable work on 

traslation from English to many other languages 

considering the high pace of globalisation. English to 

Hindi transaltion software also exists [14] along with 

English to Hindi dictionary [15]  and vice versa [16]. 

English to Tamil dictionary also exists and these help 

in finding the corresponding Bengali or Tamil word 

corresponding to an English word.  

 

3. Script Conversion Mechanism 
 

System Model 

Our work is to generate Bengali Script as the user  

types in English, keeping the Bengali pronunciations 

in mind. This is done by mapping the English 

characters to the unicodes corresponding to the 

Bengali characters. The basic system works as 

follows- the user types in English on the user 

interface page using a standard English keyboard. 

The application will perform the necessary mapping 

operations and generate the appropriate Bengali 

characters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 : Basic System Model 

 

Complexities of Bengali Script 

Unlike English language, Bengali consists of various 

chararacteristics. The JUKTAKKHORS, MATRAS, 

PHOLAS, KARS etc. are unique in case of Bengali 

script and English has no provision for them. 

JUKTAKKHORS are special cases where two or 

more consonants are combined to represent a single 

letter. The representations of these characters are very 

complex. A MATRA is a horizontal line present at 

the top of certain Bengali characters. Several 

JUKTAKKHORS also have MATRAS. Single 

consonants and single vowels also have MATRAS. 

The use of vowels in Bengali differs from that of 

English. Most of the time a consonant and a vowel 

combine to form a single letter. The combined vowel 

looks different from the letter vowel and this form of 

a vowel is called a KAR. Like KARS, another typical 

characteristic of Bengali language is the use of 

PHOLAS. This is a situation where two consonants 

combine to form a single character.[17]. 

 

The way in which Bengali words are written 

sometimes differ from the way they are spelt. Matras 

are an integral part of bengali while writing each 

letter because their absence and presence and change 

the meaning of the letter all together. This logic is 

also very imprtant. These are indeed special cases 

and are not available in English Language. These 

fonts of JUKTAKKHORS are also very difficult to 

implement and while typing in english often they get 

jumbled up [18]. So this application has overcome 

this problem of displaying these complex 

JHUKTAKKHORS in a proper format. Even the 

Bengali punctuation differs. The fullstop notation in 

English is represented as a „|‟ or DARI.[19] 

 

Unlike in western scripts where the letter-forms stand 

on an invisible baseline, the Bengali letter-forms 

instead hang from a visible horizontal left-to-right 

headstroke called      matra. The presence and 

absence of this matra can be important. For example, 

the letter ত tô and the numeral ৩ "3" are 

distinguishable only by the presence or absence of 

the matra, as is the case between the consonant 

cluster   trô and the independent vowel এ e. The 

Bengali script has ten Numerical digits (0 to 9). 

Bengali numerals have no horizontal headstroke or 

     "matra". Bengali punctuation marks, apart from 

the downstroke daŗi (|), the Bengali equivalent of a 

full stop, have been adopted from western scripts and 

their usage is similar. Commas, semicolons, colons, 

quotation marks, etc. are the same as in English. The 

concept of using capital letters is absent in the 

Bengali script, hence proper names are unmarked. 

 

The following inconsistencies are inherent in the 

Bengali script and orthography. They often put 

additional burden on the person learning the script. 

The inconsistencies manifest themselves in various 

ways. Sometimes there are multiple different letters 
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or symbols for the same sound (over-production). 

Sometimes a letter loses its original sound value. 

Like : ত and ৎ  , শ, ষ and স , জ and য , ন and ণ 

 

Bengali Characters Set: 

Consonants:   ও ঔ ক খ গ ঘ ঙ চ ট ঠ ড   ঢ ঢ ণ ত থ দ ধ ন 

 প ফ ব ভ ম   য র  ল   ৎ     

Independent vowels: অ আ ই ঈ উ ঊ ঋ   এ ঐ 

Vowel signs:  ষ  স   হ        ় ৹  ৺  ৹ ষ ৹   

Combining marks:                

Symbols & punctuation: ৱ । ॥ 

Numbers:    ০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ 

Other symbols in the Bengali block:  ৰ ৲ ৳ ৴ ৵ ৶ ৷ 

৸ শ ৯ ৮    ৠ ঌ ৡ  ঽ   ৢ  ৣ       

 

Character Mapping 
The Bengali Unicodes have been used here for 

displaying Bengali characters. The Vrinda font 

contains the Bengali characters along with their 

respective Unicodes. The Vrinda font is available in 

all versions of Windows and can be accessed from 

the Character Map. [20,21] One can see for the 

vrinda font, the Unicode of ক („\u0995 in javascript) 

 

 
 

Figure 2 : Unicodes in the Character Map 
 

and this is used to map the English „k‟ onto the  

Bangla ক in the application. Hence when the user 

types the English alphabet „k‟ from the keyboard then 

ক appears on the screen of the application. The 

mapping implementation of the Bengali characters 

can be summarized as follows: 

Table 1 : Mapping Bengali to English 

 

 
 

Generating Bengali involves typing the English 

characters in the same sequence as they are spelt. For 

example the user just needs to press them in a proper 

sequence and the corresponding Bangla word will be 

shown as output. The user should write “aa-kars” or 

“ee-kars” after the characters. Here are some 

examples:  

ami  =         mukhosh  =       শ    machh  =      

Aj prik+sa sheS =  জ        শষ 

Representation of words such as „Trishna‟ and „Ratri‟ 

are actually different in Bengali, although they sound 

or spell similar in English i.e., the “Tri” part. One 

uses a Bengali alphabet „rofola‟ and the other „rhi‟. 

Therefore the Bengali spellings should be kept in 

mind and mechanisms should be improvised for 

representing the words using their appropriate 

Bengali spellings. Introduction of a „khondetyo‟ as a 

Bengali character is necessary because our research 

concludes that no current Bengali application 

contains this Bengali character presently.  

A  portion  of  the  English  character  input  and  its 

corresponding mapping to Bengali is given below: 

Mapping Numbers:  

    phonetic['0']='\u09e6';//'shunno';     

    phonetic['1']='\u09e7';//'ek'; 

    phonetic['2']='\u09e8';//'dui'; 

Mapping Vowels: 

    phonetic['II']='\u0988'; // dirgho     

    phonetic['e']='\u09C7'; // e kar 

    phonetic['E'] = '\u098F'; // E 

    phonetic['U'] = '\u0989'; // hrossho u 

Mapping Similar Sounding Characters 

    phonetic['dh']='\u09A2'; // ddho 

    phonetic['b']='\u09AC'; // bo 
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    phonetic['bh']='\u09AD'; // bho 

    phonetic['v']='\u09AD'; // bho 

Keycodes 

The main task involves processing the inputs typed 

through the keyboard. As an example if the SHIFT 

button is pressed along with key „T‟, then „ট‟ is 

generated. When „T‟ is pressed without the SHIFT 

key the „ত‟ is generated. Presented beneath is the 

KEYCODES which is used in the program to 

indentify the corresponding key strokes and map to 

the desired output character accordingly.  
 

 

 

Figure 3: Key codes 

 

Automization Rules  

There exist some peculiarities of the Bengali 

characters. Certain special characters exist as a result 

of merging two consecutive characters. Similarly 

certain characters are never found to exist together. 

These are summarized below which are incorporated 

in the software. 

 No Bengali word contains „অ‟ between two 

consonants. Thus „অ‟ is represented by an 

entirely different code say „Ao‟ and 

separated from the other common vowel 

codes. However „অ‟ can be used to begin a 

Bengali word. 

 After   usually ন does not appear, instead it 

is usually followed by ণ, so we have 

designed our application such that even if 

the user types “n” corresponding to ন then 

too ণ appears. 

 We have also noticed that if we type “o” in 

the beginning then we get ও but ও does not 

appear in the middle of a word usually so for 

correct the users even if they type “o” in the 

middle of a word, the provision of 

automatically redirecting it to o–kar. 

 

4. Algorithm and Implementation 
 

The broad steps are as follows: 

 Accept input from the user. 

 Pass input as parameter to a function. 

 Map the input to its corresponding Unicode. 

 For JUKTAKKHORS, MATRAS, KARS & 

FOLAS perform necessary operations. 

 Generate the Bengali script as the output.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Block Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Flowchart 
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User Interface Functions 

In the user interface part we have tried to implement 

the common functionalities like CUT, COPY and 

PASTE. NEW and OPEN has also been included to 

provide the user with a friendly environment.. The 

functions „Copy‟ is given below: 

function Copy() 

 

{ 

       var field = document.getElementById("bangla"); 

       var startPos = field.selectionStart; 

      var endPos = field.selectionEnd;         

      var field_value = field.value; 

      var field_value2 = field.value; 

      var selectedText = field_value. substring(startPos,endPos); 

      window.clipboardData.setData('Text',selectedText); 

} 

 

Variables Initialization 

var carry = '';  //This variable stores each keystrokes 

var old_len =0; //This stores length parsed bangla 

charcter 

var ctrlPressed=false; 

var len_to_process_oi_kar=0; 

var first_letter = false; 

var carry2=""; 

isIE=document.all? 1:0; 

var switched=false; 

 

Functions for Checking Key Events 

function checkKeyDown(ev) 

 

{ 

 //just track the control key 

 var e = (window.event) ? event.keyCode : ev.which; 

if (e=='17') 

{ 

 ctrlPressed = true; 

} 

else if(e==16) 

 shift=true; 

} 

 

function checkKeyUp(ev) 

{ 

//just track the control key 

var e = (window.event) ? event.keyCode : ev.which; 

if (e=='17') 

  { 

 ctrlPressed = false; 

 //alert(ctrlPressed); 

  } 

} 

Function For Parsing the Key Code 

function parsePhonetic(evnt) 

{ 

 // main phonetic parser 

 var t = document.getElementById(activeta); // the 

active text area 

var e = (window.event) ? event.keyCode: evnt.which; 

// get the keycode 

if (shift) 

{ 

var char_e = String.fromCharCode(e).toUpperCase(); 

// get the character equivalent to this keycode 

 shift=false; 

} 

else 

var char_e = String.fromCharCode(e); // get the 

character equivalent to this keycode 

 

lastcarry = carry; 

carry += "" + char_e;  //append the current 

character pressed to the carry 

  

if ((phonetic['vowels'].indexOf(lastcarry)!=-1 && 

phonetic['vowels'].indexOf(char_e)!=-1) || 

(lastcarry==" " && 

phonetic['vowels'].indexOf(char_e)!=-1) ) 

{ 

       //let's check for dhirgho i kar and dhirgho u kar :  

if(carry=='ii' || carry=='uu' || carry=='ee' || carry=='oo') 

        {carry = lastcarry+char_e;} 

else 

 { 

 char_e = char_e.toUpperCase(); 

 carry = lastcarry+char_e;   

 }     

} 

 

       Coding For Few Autocorrect Features 

if(lastcarry=='S' && char_e=='n' )      // after 

murdhonyo sho always murdhonyo no comes 

                   char_e=char_e.toUpperCase(); 

 

 if(lastcarry=='r' && char_e=='n' )      // after ro 

always murdhonyo no comes 

                   char_e=char_e.toUpperCase(); 

 

if(char_e=='o' && lastcarry=='' || 

lastcarry==phonetic['vowels'])   // if o comes frst den 

letter o 

     char_e=char_e.toUpperCase(); 
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Code for Implementing The Juktakkhor 

bangla = parsePhoneticCarry(carry); // get the 

combined equivalent 

tempBangla = parsePhoneticCarry(char_e); // get the 

single equivalent 

 

if (char_e=="+" || char_e=="="||char_e=="`") 

{ 

  if(carry=="++" || carry=="=="||carry=="``") 

   { 

    insertConjunction(char_e,old_len); 

 old_len=1; 

 return false; 

   }  

//otherwise this is a simple joiner 

insertAtCursor("\u09CD"); 

old_len = 1; 

carry2=carry; 

carry=char_e; 

return false; 

} 

 

Clubbing 

else if(carry=="Ao") 

{ 

 // its a shore o 

insertConjunction(parsePhoneticCarry("ao"),old_len)

; 

old_len=1; 

return false; 

} 

else if (carry == "ii") 

{ 

// process dirgho i kar 

 insertConjunction(phonetic['ii'],1); 

 old_len = 1; 

 return false; 

} 

 

else if (carry == "oI") 

{ 

//oi kar 

insertConjunction('\u09C8',old_len); //same treatment 

like ou kar (By manchu) 

 old_len = 1;  

 return false; 

}   

 

 else if (carry == "oo") 

{ 

//dirghou kar 

insertConjunction('\u09C2',old_len); // 

 old_len = 1;  

 return false; 

}                   

 

        else if (carry == "oU") 

{ 

// ou kar 

insertConjunction("\u09CC",old_len); 

 old_len = 1; 

 return false; 

}  

 

Function for Passing the User Input to Generate 

the Bengali script 

 function parsePhoneticCarry(code) 

{ 

if (!phonetic[code]) //no bangla equivalent for this 

keystroke 

     {return ''; //return a null value    } 

else 

   { return ( phonetic[code]);  // found bangla 

equivalent   } 

 } 

 

Graphical user interface 

 

 
 

Figure 6: User Interface 

 

The following figure is a demonstration of the Help 

Screen. This is useful for naïve users who are not 

conversant with the existing mapping technique. This 

will help him to choose the corresponding characters 

through table observation. 
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Figure 7: Help Screen 

 

5. Results 
 

First we take a simple example : “ami baRi jabo” 

The output should be: “         য     “ 

We also take a complicated example which involves 

juktakkhors. In order to generate a word using 

juktakkhor we need to use joiners like „+‟ , „`‟ or „=‟. 

So in order to generate the word “    ক ” , we need 

to type kuJ+jh+bTika. The middle portion shows how 

that complex part has to be executed. Now using this 

convention we type the sentence:     ক      ক ন 

এক  শ  

 

 
 

Figure 8: Result using our Application 

 

6. Comparison 
 

Here we present few comparisons using some other 

Translation Software. We tried to generate the 

sentence          য     using those software but the 

results were anomalous. These are shown below: 

 

Google Translate 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Result using Google Translate 

 

www.branah.com

 
 

Figure 10: Result using our other applications 

 

7. Conclusion and Future Scope 
 

The aspects mentioned have been used for 

developing a system for generating Bangla Script  in 

which an attempt has been made to overcome the 

complexities of implementing JUKTAKKHORS and 

MATRAS and develop an application with the ease 

of typing the bengali words as close to there 

pronunciation as posible In future we can add more 

features like editing text styles. We can even improve 

the autocorrect feature for more complex words. It 

can also be extended to create an English to Bengali 

dictionary or a simple              that would 

provide users an additional benefit of finding the 

synonym of a Bengali word along with the ease of 

typing. We can also implement a speech recognition 

feature which would be able to generate the bengali 

script phonetically as the user speaks. 
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